


1. Conceptual distinction between populism 
and nationalism

2. Study connections as articulations
3. Illustration: the articulation of populism and 

nativism on the populist radical right







1. Definitions that cannot cover all populisms
2. Inability to capture specificity of populism
3. Conceptual imprecision now partly solved (in the academic 

literature at least), but systematic attention for relation 
between populism and nationalism remains rare



From: De Cleen and Stavrakakis 2017

Formal criterion Nationalism Populism
Nodal point of chain of
equivalence, and claim to
represent

The nation and/or the 
people-as-nation

The people-as-underdog

Subject position offered Citizen of ‘the nation’ Member of ‘the people’

Outside constitutive to
creation of chain of
equivalence / identity

Non-members and/or 
other  nations

The elite / establishment

Orientation of relation
between nodal point and
constitutive outside(s)

Horizontal: In / Out 
(membership, identity, 

citizenship)

Vertical: Down / Up 
(hierarchy, power, 

recognition, 
incorporation, socio-

economic and/or socio-
cultural position)



People-as-nation

Nationalism is a discourse structured 
around the nodal point “nation”, 
envisaged as a limited and sovereign 
community that exists through time and 
is tied to a certain space, and that is 
constructed through an in/out 
opposition between the nation and its 
out-groups.

Nation-state



Exclusionary Nationalism

National Outgroups

People-as-nation

Inclusionary Nationalism

minorities

People-as-nation



Different relations between nationalist demands and existing state
(+ different degrees of autonomy/self-government demanded)



Elite

People-as-underdog

demand demand demand demanddemand

demand
demand

Populism is a political logic that is structured 
around the juxtaposition of “the people” and  

”the elite” along the lines of a down/up 
antagonism in which “the people” is 

discursively constructed as a large powerless 
group through opposition to “the elite” 
conceived as a small and illegitimately 

powerful group. 
Populist politics claim to represent “the 

people” against an “elite” that frustrates their 
legitimate demands, and they present their 
demands as expressions of the will of “the 

people”.





Elit
e

People-as-underdog
People-as-nation



1. How are signifiers of populism and nationalism related? How 
does meaning depend on their articulation?

2. What respective role do populism and nationalism play?
3. What kind of nationalism?
4. Architectonics: how are down/up and in/out related?
5. What other building blocks? (and how are they articulated 

with populism and nationalism?)





• ‘Populist radical right’ (Mudde 2007) 
• Radical right nativism is the core of the matter, not populism
• Nativism also main democratic threat of radical right (together 

with other anti-liberal positions), not populism per se
• BUT populism has major strategic importance



• (Similar exercise can be made for combination of populism and 
resistance to supranational politics)

• How do we see that nativism is the core, not populism?
– people-as-underdog = sub-group of the nation
– people presented as underdog through (ethnic) nationalist arguments: 

victims of ethnic-cultural diversity, migration, globalization, …
– main arguments for calling ‘elite’ illegitimate are nationalist : betraying 

their ’own’ people, multiculturalist policies, welcoming refugees, …
• Construction of two opposing blocks: national(ist) in/down and 

multiculturalist-globalist/up



Exclusionary nationalism meets populism: 
Constructing underdog and elite through 

nationalist exclusion

Elite

People
-as-underdog

National Outgroups

-as-nation



• Criticizing and undermining legitimacy of traditional politics
• Legitimizing exclusionary nationalist project in the name of 

ordinary people
• PRR as ‘party of the people’ more generally: has moved to 

relatively consistent populist positioning, also on socio-
economic matters (at least rhetorically)



• Populism and nationalism different things. Strongly related often, but not one and the 
same.

• Let’s not focus on populism too much, and let’s never speak of ‘populism’ alone
• Populism does have major strategic importance and strengthens impact of radical right

• Radical right claim to represent ‘ordinary people’ broadly accepted by much of political 
spectrum, commentators, journalists

èCrucial questions: 
• How does labelling radical right as ‘populist’ contribute to its legitimacy? 
• Why do we associate exclusionary nationalism and even racism with the ‘ordinary people’?
• Why does the category of ‘ordinary people’ exclude ethnic minorities? 
• What role do other parties and voices play in confirming these hegemonic right-wing 

meanings of ‘the people’? 
• What can progressive voices do to change the hegemonic meanings of ‘the people’?
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